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Accusative case marking for subjects of finite verbs found in papyri and other texts
from the Byzantine Greek period.
 DPs in the accusative can be the subjects of middle-passive finite verbs, and the
subjects and verbs do not always agree in number.
 Transitional stage both for (a) the role of middle-passive voice and (b) the method
of case assignment in Greek.
 Baker & Vinokurova’s (2010) approach to case assignment.
1. Introduction1
 Non-canonically marked subjects in Byzantine Greek2
(1)

táftin
tin
epistolín
eghráfi
en Thmúi
this.ACC the.ACC letter.ACC
write.MP.PST.PFV.3SG in Thmui
‘This letter was written in Thmui.’ (P. Par. XVlll, ii, 18, 12, 3 (Iip); Byzantine
Greek)

 Middle-passive suffixes do not block the assignment of the accusative to internal
arguments: pre-Byzantine Greek.
 Middle-passive suffixes block the internal argument in the accusative from Early
Byzantine Greek onwards.
(2) a. Stage 1
(Nominative Subject +) Middle-passive Verb + Accusative Direct Object3
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I refer to the following periods and time spans: Ancient Greek 8BC – 3BC, Hellenistic-Roman Greek
3BC – AD4, Late Hellenistic-Roman Greek AD2 – AD4, Byzantine Greek AD5 – AD11, Early
Byzantine Greek AD5 – AD8, (Late) Medieval Greek AD12 – AD15, and Early Modern Greek
AD16 – AD18.
2
Ancient Greek has a complex voice system with middle (mediopassive) suffixes in all tenses, and
additional passive suffixes only in the Aorist and Future. Middle (mediopassive) suffixes are not
excluded from passive structures, and passive suffixes can be used in non-passive structures with
anticausatives and even with transitives. There is no such distinction (between middle and passive in
the Future and Aorist) from the end of the Hellenistic Koine Greek period onwards.
I will use the term “middle-passive transitives” for transitive verbs that bear middle-passive suffixes.
These “middle-passive transitives” are also called “transitive beneficiary middles” by other scholars.
3
Of course, an active transitive sentence is possible, but not with an auto-benefactive meaning:
Cf. the active apokrúpto: ‘hide’:
(1) átopon gàr tḕn mén ousían en taîs oikíais apokrúptein
strange.NOM because the.ACC PRT treasure.ACC in the.DAT houses.DAT hide.ACT.INF.PRS
‘For it was strange to hide away one's treasure in the house.’ (Isocrates, To Demonicus, 1, 42;
Ancient Greek)
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Dēmokhárēs...
ouk
apokékruptai
tḕn
ousían
Demochares.NOM not
conceal.MP.PRF.3SG
the.ACC property.ACC
‘Demochares... has not concealed his property.’ (Demosthenes, Against Aphobus,
2, 28, 3; Ancient Greek)
b. Stage 2
Accusative Subject + Middle-passive Verb
táftin
tin
epistolín
eghráfi
en Thmúi
this.ACC
the.ACC
letter.ACC
write.MP.PST.PFV.3SG in Thmui
‘This letter was written in Thmui.’ (P. Par. XVlll, ii, 18, 12, 3 (Iip); Byzantine
Greek)
c. Stage 3
*(Nominative Subject +) Middle-passive Verb + Accusative
*krívete
tin
periusía
tu
conceal.MP.PRS.3SG the.ACC property.ACC his
‘He conceals his property.’ (Modern Greek)
Stage 1 (ex. 2a)
Middle-passive Voice + Accusative Object
Stage 2-Transitional stage (ex. 2b)
Middle-passive Voice + Accusative Patient
Stage 3 (ex. 2c)
*Middle-passive Voice + Accusative
Table 1. Overview of some aspects of the change in voice in Greek
 Baker & Vinokurova (2010): Some cases can be dependent cases, i.e. depend on
the presence of another DP in the same phase (cf. pre-Byzantine). Some cases can be
assigned by a functional head; the active voice morphology is “responsible” for them
(cf. post-Byzantine).
Stage 1
The accusative is a dependent case; it depends on the presence of an agent DP.
Stage 2-transitional stage
The accusative can be analyzed as a subject marking (to avoid structures with
middle-passive verbs + objects in the accusative).
Stage 3
The accusative is assigned by the Voice head (active voice suffixes are “responsible”
for its presence).
Table 2. Overview of the change in case assignment in Greek

2. The data
 Kapsomenakis (1938): marking of subjects of finite verbs with the accusative case
can be found in papyri in the Byzantine period.
(3)

alá ke tus
Pérsus
ílthen
en Tíni
but and the.ACC.PL Persian.ACC.PL come.ACT.PST.PFV.3SG in Tini
‘But Persians also came to Tini.’ (P. Ross.–Georg. IV, Anhang S.100
(619/29p), 3-4; Byzantine Greek)
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(4)

(5)

(6)

(7)

alotrían
jinékan
eklironómisen
aftón
foreign.ACC woman.ACC inherit.ACT.PST.PFV.3SG him.ACC
‘A foreign woman has inherited him.’ (P. Oxy. VII 1067, 7/9, IIIp; Byzantine
Greek)
on
ta
métra
ke tas
jitnías
which.GEN the.ACC.PL meter.ACC.PL and the.ACC.PL adjoining-area.ACC.PL
dhiá ton
proktitikón
tétakte
by the.GEN previous-owners.GEN define.MP.PRF.3SG
‘The meters and the adjoining areas which have been defined by the previous
owners.’ (CPR 4, 9/10, 51/3p; Byzantine Greek)
táftin
tin
epistolín
eghráfi
en Thmúi
this.ACC the.ACC letter.ACC write.MP.PST.PFV.3SG in Thmui
‘This letter was written in Thmui.’ (P. Par. XVlll, ii, 18, 12, 3 (Iip); Byzantine
Greek)
esfrajísthi
tin
kélan
aftú
seal.MP.PST.PFV.3SG the.ACC cell.ACC his.GEN
‘His cell was sealed.’ (P. Oxy. VII 1067, 12/3; Byzantine Greek)

 (a) The DPs in the accusative are usually the subjects of middle-passive finite
verbs (examples 5-74), and (b) subjects and verbs do not always agree in number (cf.
examples 3 and 5).
 A period when “middle transitive structures” (middle-passive verbs with DPobjects in the accusative and an auto-benefactive interpretation) cease to be
grammatical.
(8)

(9)

middle-passive transitive [Ancient Greek]
Dēmokhárēs...
ouk apokékruptai
tḕn
ousían
Demochares.NOM not
conceal.MP.PRF.3SG the.ACC property.ACC
‘Demochares... has not concealed his property.’ (Demosthenes, Against
Aphobus, 2, 28, 3; Ancient Greek)
a. Ancient Greek
loúomai
tàs
kheîras
wash.MP.PRS.1SG the.ACC hands.ACC
‘I wash my hands.’
b. Modern Greek
*plénome
ta
hérja
wash.MP.PRS.1SG the.ACC hands.ACC
‘I wash my hands.’
(vs. pléno
ta
hérja
mu
wash.ACT.PRS.1SG the.ACC hands.ACC my
‘I wash my hands.’)

Ancient Greek: middle-passive verb + DP-object in the accusative
(10) állo
ti
meîzon
epitakhthḗsesthe
[humeîs]
other.ACC something.ACC greater.ACC impose.PASS.FUT.2PL [you]
‘You will be imposed some greater demand.’ (Thucydides, The Peloponnesian
War, 1, 140, 5; Ancient Greek)
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It is interesting that ílthen in (3) is related to the middle-passive voice as well, given that it is the
irregular active Aorist type of the middle-passive verb érhome ‘come’.
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← epitáksousin
állo
ti
meîzon
humîn
impose.ACT.FUT.3PL other.ACC something.ACC greater.ACC you.DAT
‘(They) will impose some greater demand on you.’
 Cennamo (1998, 2001) for Latin: a diachronic relationship between the
active/neutral realignment of grammatical relations in Late Latin manifested by
accusative subjects and the temporary loss of the grammatical dimension of voice
(reorganization of voice distinctions).
(11) a. Epafu
Victore
cadant
Lydeu
cadat...
Epafus.ACC Victor.ACC fall.PRS.SBJ.3PL Lydeus.ACC fall.PRS.SBJ.3SG
‘Let Epafus, Victor fall, Lydeus fall...’ (Def. Tab. 278A 3–6) [from Cennamo
2009: 316]
b. filios
et
nepotes … memoria
posuerunt
child.PL.ACC and nephew.PL memory.ABL build.PRF.IND.3PL
‘His children and nephews … built the tomb.’ (CIL VIII, 7467) [from
Cennamo 2009: 324]

3. Theory of Case and the development of Voice in Greek
(12) A. Middle-passive + Nominative + Accusative (with ‘middle
meaning’ or in passives of ditransitive verbs)
and Middle-passive + Nominative (in intransitive structures)
B.Middle-passive + Nominative (in intransitive structures)
C. Middle-passive + Accusative
(a) According to the standard approach in recent Generative Grammar (Chomsky
2000, 2001; cf. Legate 2008), case is assigned by a functional head (for the
nominative, the finite T; for the accusative, the active, transitive v) to the closest DP
via an agreement relationship;
(b) An alternative perspective suggests that case is assigned to one DP if there is a
second DP in the same local domain (Marantz 1991). The accusative is a dependent
case that is assigned by the following rule: dependent cases are assigned by V+I(T) to
a position governed by V+I(T) when a distinct position again governed by V+I(T) (i)
does not have lexically governed case and (ii) is distinct from the chain being
assigned dependent case. Moreover, if there are two DPs in a local domain, the
accusative case is assigned to the lower one;
(c) Baker & Vinokurova (2010): the two ways of assigning case are complementary,
given that, in a language like Sakha, for example, the accusative (and dative) case is
assigned by configurational rules that do not refer directly to functional categories
while the nominative (and genitive) is assigned by a functional head.
 “...having a nominative NP in a clause goes in lockstep with having a subject
agreement on the finite verb”.
 there is no overt object agreement to mark the relationship between an NP in the
accusative case and any particular functional head in Sakha or in any language in
4

which the accusative is a dependent case and not assigned by a functional
category.
(13) a. Min
kel-li-m
I.NOM come-PST-1SG.S
‘I came.’
b. Masha
aqa-ta
yt-y
kör-dö
Masha(GEN) father-3SG.P.(NOM) dog-ACC see-PST.3SG.S
‘Masha’s father saw the dog.’
c. Masha
Misha-qa at-y
bier-de
Masha(NOM) Misha-DAT horse-ACC give-PST.3SG.S
‘Masha gave Misha a horse.’
(from Baker & Vinokurova 2010)
 Finite verbs in Sakha cannot agree with a subject DP that has a case other than the
nominative.
(14) a. Sonun-nar aaq-ylyn-ny-lar
new-PL
read-PASS-PST-3PL.S
‘The news was read.’
b. Sonun-nar-y aaq-ylyn-na
(*aaq-ylyn-ny-lar)
new-PL-ACC read-PASS-PST.3SG.S read-PASS-PST-3PL.S
‘The news was read.’ (from Baker (to appear))
 The accusative case depends on whether a subject is present and does not depend
on the nature of the functional heads that are available.
(15) a. Keskil Aisen-yi [ti kel-be-t
dien] xomoj-do
Keskil Aisen-ACC
come-NEG-AOR that
become.sad-PST.3SG.S
‘Keskil became sad that Aisen is not coming.’
b. Masha Misha-nyi [ti yaldj-ya
dien] tönün-ne
Masha Misha-ACC
fall.sick-FUT that
return-PST.3SG.S
‘Masha returned (for fear) that Misha would fall sick.’
(from Baker (to appear))
 Morphological causative structures in Sakha is a productive case in which a
thematic subject receives the accusative case.
(16) a. Sardaana Aisen-y/*Aiseŋ-ŋa yta(a)-t-ta.
Sardaana Aisen-ACC/*DAT
cry-CAUS-PST.3SG.S
‘Sardaana made Aisen cry.’
b. Misha Masha-qa miin-(i)
sie-t-te.
Misha Masha-DAT soup-(ACC) eat-CAUS-PST.3SG.S
‘Misha made Masha eat (the) soup.’
c. [[vP Sardaana [CausP Aisen [VP cry ] cause ] v ] Past ]
phase 2
(ACC)
phase 1
[[vP Masha
[CausP Misha [VP soup eat ] cause ] v ] Past ]
phase 2
DAT
(ACC) phase 1
(from Baker & Vinokurova 2010)
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 All methods of case assignment can be attested across different historical periods
of the same language.
 A transitional stage: between a period in which the accusative is assigned as a
dependent case and the middle-passive transitive constructions are grammatical and a
period in which the accusative is assigned by a functional category and middlepassive transitive constructions are not grammatical.
 The accusative is assigned as a dependent case (as in pre-Byzantine Greek) but the
middle-passive transitive structure is ungrammatical (as in post-Byzantine Greek) in
this transitional period.
 The accusative case, not the nominative (as expected), is assigned, and in parallel,
there is only partial agreement (person but not number).
 Voice reorganization
 Blocking of the accusative assignment in structures with middle-passive verbs.
 Ancient Greek: The accusative could appear on complements of adjectives or on
complements of nominalized verbs or as the morphological case of subjects of
infinitives.
See Baker 2013 (and 2012): Sakha: “But accusative case, in addition to not being
paired with visible agreement, appears in some surprising contexts: in passive clauses
with a covert agent, in agentive nominalizations, and in subject raising constructions
even when the matrix verb is not transitive.”
 The obligatorily active suffixes of the verbal type in Byzantine Greek and onwards
function as markers of object agreement (the object case is assigned by the functional
head of Voice (active) (or v, depending on the perspective).
Stage 1
Accusative as a dependent case
Stage 2-Transitional stage
Accusative can be analyzed as subject marking (to avoid structures with middlepassive verbs + objects in the accusative); the DP-patient can be in the Accusative
(Accusative subjects)
Stage 3
Accusative assigned by a functional category (active v)
Table 3. Overview of the change in case assignment in Greek (cf. Table 2)
 post-Byzantine Greek: the accusative is assigned through agreement with a
functional category, and agreement is manifest on that functional category through
obligatorily active suffixes (middle-passive suffixes are ungrammatical with
accusative objects).
 pre-Byzantine Greek: the accusative is not assigned through agreement (it is
assigned by rules of the dependent case marking), and obligatory object agreement (in
the voice suffixes of the verb) is not present (the verb can be active or middle-passive
with an accusative object).
 transitional stage: agreement is manifest on the functional category through
obligatorily active suffixes (middle-passive suffixes are ungrammatical with
accusative objects) but the accusative can be assigned by rules of the dependent case
marking in some cases (accusative subjects).
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4. Conclusion
 Marking of subjects of finite verbs with the accusative case.
 DPs in the accusative are usually subjects of middle-passive finite verbs, and
subjects and verbs do not always agree in number.
 A transitional stage between a period in which middle-passive transitive
constructions are available and a period in which only active transitive constructions
are grammatical.
 Transitional for the method of case assignment in Greek, too: between (a) a period
(Ancient and Hellenistic Koine Greek) in which the accusative is not assigned by a
functional head but is a dependent case and (b) a period (Medieval and Modern
Greek) in which the accusative is assigned by a functional head.
 Evidence for an approach to case assignment that allows some languages to assign
case only by functional heads (Chomsky’s method of case assignment), other
languages to assign case only as dependent cases (Marantz’s method of case
assignment), some languages to permit both methods (Sakha; Baker & Vinokurova’s
analysis), and some languages to shift between these two methods (from preByzantine to Byzantine Greek).
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